Final Project  
Milestone #3  
ECT 360, Prof. Robin Burke  
Fall 2005  
Due: 10/10/2005

Objective:  
Select and analyze documents in preparation for document modeling.

What to do:  
1. If you have not done so already, enter the domain of your project into Course On-Line (Milestone #2).
2. Collect at least 6 sample documents of the type that you plan to model. They should be reasonably diverse, to cover the range of possible instances.
3. Create an Excel workbook for your document analysis. For each sample document, create a worksheet containing a harvest table of document components containing name, data type, value range, and sample content.
4. Create an additional worksheet and in it, create a consolidated table of data components from your harvest tables.

What to turn in:  
Submit your Excel workbook via COL before class on 10/10.

Hints and Notes:  
- Don't alter your harvest tables after you create them. It is OK if your final consolidated table differs from your original decomposition.